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For many people, the holiday season is a time of
celebration, relaxation, and quality time spent
with family and friends. For others, the holiday season can
drum up uncomfortable feelings and triggers. The holidays
can also place us in sensitive environments around people
that we may not want to speak to for the sake of our own
health and well-being.
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a particularly troubling and difficult time. Fortunately,
with proper planning, they don’t have to be. There are
steps we can take and things we can keep in mind to
prevent us from encountering harmful triggers and
upsetting environments. There is both a cultural and
societal pressure to be joyous, happy, and cheerful among
large groups of people this time of year. For some, this
can be a daunting task. People struggling with Seasonal
Affective Disorder may find themselves moving towards
depression. Others may have anxiety about coming into
contact with family that they do not have healthy
relationships with, which can be uncomfortable.
It is important to remember that any feelings of
apprehension or anxiety are valid. Family relationships are
often extremely complicated. While it may be the case
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holidays
are important; you are not
required to put
1
yourself in situations that cause you stress. Planning
can
greatly reduce the discomfort that comes with being in
large groups.
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FINANCIAL BURDENS AND OBLIGATIONS
The holiday season can be particularly stressful for people that are struggling to make
ends meet. Between travel, gifts, lodging, and taking time off of work, the financial
pressure to be present at holiday events can worsen anxiety caused by a lack of funds. If
you find that you have a packed calendar but you are worried about money, it is
important to remember that you are well within your rights to excuse yourself from
certain gatherings and events for the sake of your mental health.
LONELINESS AND LOSS DURING THE HOLIDAYS
Some people struggle with the burden of the pressure that comes with being present
around family and large groups, and others struggle with feelings of loneliness and loss
during the holidays. It is important to try and remember that with every holiday season
comes the opportunity to make new memories. Coping with loss and loneliness in a
healthy way can be incredibly difficult, especially during the holiday season, but it is not
impossible.
SOBRIETY AND THE HOLIDAY SEASON
A number of factors come into play that can make recovery particularly difficult during
the holidays. Changes in routine, holiday parties, and potentially uncomfortable
gatherings are just a few of the circumstances that may trigger you. Despite all this, it is
important to remember that relapse is not an inevitability or something to be expected
during the holidays. There are many things you can do to keep yourself healthy and well.
There are many reasons why the holiday season can be particularly difficult for those
who struggle with mental and emotional health issues as well as substance abuse issues.
Whether it’s finances or family relationships, you can face the holiday season knowing
that you have the strength and will to make decisions that are healthy for you.
For many, the holiday season can be a time of stress and discomfort. Being around large
groups of people with potentially complicated relationships can be triggering. Do stay
connected to your Clubhouse during the holidays – you know that your friends and
colleagues will be here to support you.
To all our readers, and especially our members, I want to wish you joy and happiness
during the holidays and a happy, healthy and prosperous 2022.
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Celebration and Challenges During the
Holiday Season!
Mike Hutchison

The Christmas season can be a wonderful time of sharing laughter and fun
with family and friends, however, it can also be a difficult time of loneliness
and isolation. In my life I have experienced both wonderful Christmases and
some very difficult ones.
In my life I have learned that taking care of myself during the holidays is very
important. The following are activities I do to help me cope with difficulties
during the holidays.
Go for Chinese Food
Coffee in the morning
Spend the day with a friend
Watch Jimmy Stewart – A Wonderful Life
Watch the World Junior Hockey Tournament
Call family and friends on Christmas day
Listen to Christmas music
Go to Potential Place
Go for a walk
Stretch
Meditate - especially when I’m experiencing anxiety
Pop Corn and/or ice cream in the evening as a treat
Journal
Abstain from alcohol and/or Drugs
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Halloween 2021!
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Fear and Pain
Wesley Earl Reid

Fear and pain are all I see;
in every eye looking back at me.
Fear and pain are in my head;
no escape so I hide instead.
Fear and pain too much to take;
all my words and actions fake.
Fear and pain too much to bear;
my body frozen so I stand and stare.
Fear and pain imprisoning me;
cold and dark as the deepest sea.
Fear and pain please let me go—
how will I have my chance to grow?
Fear and pain, I hate you so!
I swear I'll kill you nice and slow.
Fear and pain, you ain't so tough.
I think it's time I called your bluff.
Fear and pain, I see your confusion;
all you merely were was illusion.
Fear and pain, you were never my boss;
for it is really you who’s lost.
Fear and pain, I did not know;
you await me to find the way home.
Fear and pain, I understand;
I will take you by the hand.
Fear and pain come with me;
and you and I'll at last be free.

From: Peeking Out from the Cloakroom: -a poetry collection-by Wesley Earl
Reid
Available from Amazon.ca in paperback (9.99) or as a Kindle book ($4.99)
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Christmas Donations to Potential Place
Special thanks to:
Margaret and Dave Audley
Garth and Marilyn Wiggins
The University of Calgary
Waltraud Huainig
These donations in combination with our Christmas fund will enable us to distribute two
hundred Grocery cards valued at $40 each to our active members. A big thank-you to all
our donors who have helped make this holiday season more enjoyable for our members.
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Clubhouse International Seminar
The World Seminar 2021 Welcomed Over 1,300 Participants
The five-day Seminar, held on October 4-8. This year’s Seminar drew over 1,300
participants from more than 25 countries, 35 U.S. states, and nearly 200 Clubhouses, in
addition to several global mental health organizations and stakeholders.
Potential Place staff (2) and members (8) enjoyed the virtual world seminar and also
participated by moderating two of the 30+ forums. Enitan and Trevor also participated
in a ½ day Transitional Employment workshop. The conference provided many learning
opportunities as well as connections world-wide to many friends and colleagues.
We are looking forward to attending the next world seminar in person in Baltimore in
September 2022!

Clubhouse International Shares Best Practices
through Global Training Programs
Clubhouse International coordinates effective and time-tested training programs through
12 International Training Center Clubhouses. Clubhouse training brings staff and people
with real-life experience of mental illness together in a full-immersion program to learn
all aspects of Clubhouse operations.
Together with Clubhouse International’s Training Center partners, Clubhouse
International offers Comprehensive training sessions that focus on vital aspects of our
Clubhouse model. The goal is to promote the growth and development of the Accredited
Clubhouse model worldwide.

With this in mind, Potential Place will be sending two colleagues including a relatively
new staff and a member for comprehensive training at Progress Place Clubhouse in
Toronto in the spring of 2022! Andrea Taylor will join the third week of training to
support the colleagues.
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Getting to Know You!
My Name is Cheri L!
I am a member of at Potential place I have really enjoyed working in the
kitchen. I have worked to ensure dishes are washed, meals prepped and even
worked in the Bistro. I love volunteering my time to help with anything that
needs help especially in the kitchen or and the food hampers.
By attending Potential Place, I hope to get job experience and then a part-time
job, I also hope to meet new friends.
I enjoy cooking, nature walks, painting, drawing and decorating my house. I
really enjoy listening to music.
I look forward to spending more time at the Clubhouse and learning what I can
from the members and the environment.
I look forward to learning new things, meeting new friends and to be part of a
family. I love coming here, I feel loved, needed, I love helping with in any way I
can.

Sports Talk in December
Tom C. Mike H. Nick G.
The sporting season in December is a good time to be a sports fan. Firstly, the
there are a number of teams in the CFL semifinals. The games are on Sunday,
November 28. Calgary travels to Saskatchewan while Hamilton hosts Montreal.
It is a real treat for sports aficionados. The winners of these games play for a
spot in the division finals and the winners of that play for a spot in the Grey
Cup.

Next, the NHL season has started and there has been twenty games
played so far. The Flames are on a tear. They are one of the elite teams in the
NHL and seem to be firing on all cylinders. Hopefully, they can keep up the
good work and finally we can dream about the playoffs.
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A review of Warriors by Erin Hunter
Megan Clarke

Warriors is a series that is based around these forest cats who live and work
together in 4 different clans, they believe in a religion called StarClan. They
also follow a code and for your information, the code is very important to these
cats. Warriors is an epic adventure, thrilling and based in a fantasy world
setting of a series. It has over 900 books and it continues to grow all the time.
It is a fun series with a little bit of violence but nothing over the top. It is a
stunning story that captures you from start to finish. 😊 I enjoy it myself, they
even have a store that they added just recently that sells merchandise that you
can buy. You can also listen to them on audio, digital, paper back or hard
cover. It is a thrilling series that I recommend to all to check out if you are a
big reader. Warriors is also a #1 best series seller! If you enjoyed Watership
Down then I am certain that you will enjoy this series as well. You won’t find
fluffy, cuddly cats in this series, you will find cats who fight to survive in the
wild. It starts with the series called “The Prophecies begins” and has grown to
different arcs and each arc has 6 books in it. There are side stories and
ultimate editions as well. I can’t pick a favorite character or book, but they are
all amazing in their own unique way. One thing I will say is that besides the
religious aspect of the story, there ways that the cats must deal with betrayal,
love, responsibility along with the idea of nature vs nurture. There are some
badass characters, some lovable characters and a mixture of other characters
as well. I give it a 10/10 for how amazing and thrilling the series is. I am
certain that you will enjoy it from start to finish as I have. There are other
series besides the “Cats”, there are horses, dogs, African Savannah and more
recently, a series with a panda.
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Preparing for the Winter
Amy Omelusik
As the year advances the trees branches bare and stark against the sky but still
reaching for the sun. The leaves long fallen have been raked up or left to feed
the soil and protect the butterfly eggs hidden beneath them and also food to
assist their transformation. The squirrels continue scurrying in their quest for
supplies for the winter through if you get in their way they may pause their
harvesting to give you a good scolding. Many of the birds have flown south but
the die hards like the Ravens, Blue Jays, Chickadee’s as well as some
Woodpeckers and Owls grace us year-round.
With the chill in the air the wind at times seems to cut right through every
layer and chill you to the bone. As we turn off the water and put away the
hoses and gardening tools checking around the house and yard to find anything
that needs attention before the snow comes to stay. If there are seniors in your
life who are still in their own homes and you can take a look to ensure their
safety what a wonderful support that would be. Bring the snow shovels and
blowers out for easy access and don’t forget the salt! Snow Angels are so
precious to many who are unable to do the walks themselves for all kinds of
reasons seen and unseen, what a gift to be able to help alleviate what could be
a huge stressor for someone and terrific workout for you.
As we move into the warmth of our homes putting our lighter clothing away
breaking out the warm sweaters, long johyns, parkas, hats, scarfs, mitts and
boots sigh… Inside checking around our windows and doors for drafts
weatherproofing as needed. Putting the heavy quilts on the bed and cozy
slippers by the door. For me the snow always comes to soon but never to soon
for all the skiers and snowboarders.
As the weather turns I always like to do a big shop and have a little extra just in
case, a few pantry meals give the option of not having to go out always let’s me
rest a little easier. Staying warm and well is worth the preparation for winter,
especially in Calgary where the weather can turn in a minute.
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J en ni fe r W. Ar t Wor k !!
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Recipe of the Month: Cornbread and Sausage
Stuffing
Ingredients
8–10 servings
❖

½ cup (1 stick) unsalted butter, plus more for pan

❖

½ pound good-quality day-old crusty country-style or peasant bread, torn into
¾" pieces (about 5 cups)

❖

½ pound day-old cornbread, broken into ¾" pieces (about 5 cups)

❖

1-pound breakfast sausage links, casings removed, or ground breakfast sausage
mix, broken up into ½" pieces

❖

2½ cups chopped onions (about 1 medium plus 1 large onion)

❖

3 medium celery stalks, sliced

❖

2 large eggs

❖

2½ cups low-sodium chicken broth

❖

½ cup chopped parsley

❖

2 tablespoons chopped sage

❖

1 tablespoon chopped thyme

❖

2 teaspoons chopped rosemary

❖

2 teaspoons kosher salt

❖

1 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper

Special Equipment
A 13x9x2" or other 3-quart baking dish
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Step 1
Preheat oven to 300°F. Butter baking dish; set aside. Arrange bread and cornbread in a
single layer on a rimmed baking sheet. Bake, tossing occasionally, until completely dried
out, 35–50 minutes. Let cool on baking sheet, then transfer to a very large bowl.
Step 2
Meanwhile, heat a large skillet over medium-high. Break sausage into ½" pieces and
cook, stirring and breaking up into smaller (about ¼") pieces with a wooden spoon or
spatula, until browned, 8–10 minutes. Transfer to bowl with bread but do not stir.
Step 3
Heat remaining 1 stick butter in same skillet over medium-high. Cook onions and celery,
stirring often and scraping browned bits off bottom of pan, until just beginning to
brown, about 10 minutes. Add to bowl with bread mixture and let cool.
Step 4
Whisk eggs, broth, parsley, sage, thyme, rosemary, salt, and pepper in a medium bowl.
Add to bread mixture and fold gently until thoroughly combined.
Step 5
Increase oven temperature to 350°F. Transfer mixture to prepared dish, cover with foil,
and bake stuffing until an instant-read thermometer inserted into the center registers
160°F, 40–45 minutes. Uncover and continue to bake until set and top is browned and
crisped, 45–50 minutes more.
Step 6
DO AHEAD: Stuffing can be assembled, but not baked, 1 day ahead. Cover and chill.
When ready to bake, bring to room temperature and bake according to recipe. Stuffing
can be baked 1 day ahead. Let cool completely, then cover with foil and chill. Keep
covered and bake in a 350°F oven until warmed through, 25–30 minutes. Uncover and
bake until top is crisped, 7–10 minutes more.
Cooks' Note
Omit the sausage and use [vegetable broth]
(https://www.epicurious.com/ingredients/best-vegetable-broth-you-can-buy-at-thegrocery-store-or-online-article) instead of chicken to make this stuffing vegetarianfriendly.
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Please Donate to Potential Place
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